
 

How to Field Measure

Height Dimensions 

1. Supply HEIGHT dimensions as instructed, detailed below, for each elevation

a. Use the approved shop drawings to document the measurements

b. Reference attached details for requested location of documented dimensions in the elevation view,  
indicated with a blank rectangle

2. Measure the finished opening at the following locations:

a. Left side of elevation

b. Right side of elevation

c. All glass joints within elevation

d. Door frame

• Left side
• Right side
• Swing path, see sample swing image
• Slide path if it does not overlap fixed glass heights provided

3. Dimensions must be noted as follows:

a. Finished soffit to AFF (above finished floor)

• No flooring deducts required
b. Finished soffit to SLAB

• Entire elevation installed on slab as finished floor
• No additional deducts required
• Fixed lites installed on slab, addition flooring to be installed under doors

- Provide flooring thickness deduct
- Confirm floor will NOT be floated when additional flooring is installed

• Fixed lites installed on additional flooring which is to be installed later
- Provide flooring thickness deduct
- Confirm floor will NOT be floated when additional flooring is installed

Holoform requires finished opening dimensions to properly size fixed glass and all door types offered. The Holoform 
System allows for +/- ½” height adjustment at the fixed glass areas; doors do not allow for any adjustment in the field. 

Accurately defined finished opening measurements are critical to correctly size each opening. It is extremely 
important that all parties understand the definition of the verbiage used when communicating opening dimensions 
to ensure proper installation of the Holoform System. 

The Holoform definition of finished opening is the height from finished soffit to the top of finished floor 
and the width from finished wall to finished wall. Holoform will not accept the daylight opening (D.L.O.) due to 
difficulties in cross-verifying measurements when openings are out of level. 

Holoform will require physical system centerline (CL) location measurements for all dimensions provided. This 
is equivalent to the control line used during installation of the metal. This centerline dimension is critical when 
measuring for returns and demising walls and applies for both single-glazed and double-glazed installations. 
Additional information for each condition has been provided in the following sections.
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How to Field Measure

Width Dimensions 

1. Supply WIDTH dimensions as instructed, detailed below, for each elevation

a. Use the approved shop drawings to document the measurements

b. Reference attached details for requested location of documented dimensions in the plan view,  
indicated with a blank rectangle

2. Measure the finished opening at the following locations:

a. Width of elevation

b. If walls are out more than 3/8”, measure top, middle and bottom of elevation

c. Door frame

• If not against the wall, measure from finished wall to outside EDGE of door frame
- Typically, this measurement is the hinge side
- Or advise equal both sides/centered 

Mitered Corners at Fixed Lites

1. The Holoform centerline (CL) width dimension is critical when measuring for standard  
90-degree or 135-degree corners, along with custom angles 

2. Centerline (CL) width should be from the finished gyp wall or the EDGE of the nearest door frame  
to the centerline of the mitered corner

3. Do not provide overall frame or long point measurements

4. Mitered corner heights are measured as described above (Height Dimensions)

Demising Walls

1. The centerline (CL) dimensions and reference points are required for calculating the demising wall

a. Width of demising wall

• Measurement is from finished gyp wall to centerline (CL) of perpendicular glass office front
b. Intersection of demising wall with office front

• Measurement is from either of the following:
- The EDGE of the closest door frame to centerline of the perpendicular demising wall
- The finished gyp wall to centerline of the perpendicular demising wall

2. Demising wall heights are measured as described above (Height Dimensions)
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Abbreviations

F.O.H. = finished opening height (finished soffit to above finished floor / AFF)

R.O.H. = rough opening height (typically finished soffit to slab, does not include finished floor)

D.L.O. = daylight opening, not desired (area of visible glass, not including metal)

D.O.H. = door opening height

D.H. = door height

F.F. = finished floor

D.F. = door frame

SL = sidelite

CL = centerline

LP = long point

Transoms

1. Transom height will be calculated based on the finished opening height and the deduction of the  
required door frame height

2. See attached details to confirm height dimensions required

Larger Openings

1. Be sure to measure at all glass joints throughout the opening width, and document these heights to  
confirm any out-of-level locations that need to be accounted for

a. If there are humps or dips in the floor, it may be required to float the floor if the Holoform System cannot 
accommodate the deviations
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Elevations to Support  
Field Measurement
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